
 
 

 
PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA  

Reserved to candidates for employment or collaboration relationship 
 
The present information is provided pursuant to the UE 2016/679 Regulation about the personal data 
protection. 
 
Data controller:  
The data controller is Gruppo Meccaniche Luciani srl, based in Corridonia (MC), via del Lavoro n. 155.  
 
Origin of data:  
Your personal data could have been acquired:  
 

- Directly from the interested party, following a request or a spontaneous CV sending or application;  
- From third parties (employment agencies, personnel research and selection companies, upper 

secondary education institutions, or Universities or other training institutions, reporting by other 
companies), upon our request in occasion of personnel research activities;  

- From online services through which you made it public (e.g. LinkedIn, Facebook etc.); 
- From Provincial Labor Offices, including the mandatory placement section;   
- From any other legal channel.  

 
Special categories of personal data, or “sensitive” data:  
With the application or CV availability (i.e. selection phase), the processing may interest data qualified as 
particular since it is “sensitive”, which is that data suitable to reveal ethnic or racial origin, political or religious 
orientation, trade unions membership, data related to health or sexual orientation.  
 
Nature of processing and purpose:  
The data processing is not mandatory but it takes place for the legitimate interest in favoring the meeting 
between the demand and the supply. Therefore, both the requested and the spontaneous sending of personal 
data, both common and sensitive, constitutes in itself as consent manifestation to processing.  
Anyways, it is possible to exercise the right to limitation, processing or cancellation at any time upon request to 
the owner, which makes it impossible to reach the intended purposes.  
 
Processing method:  
The processing takes place through IT and non-IT tools, suitable to guarantee the confidentiality, the integrity 
and the availability of the data in the ways and within the limits of the pursued purposes.  
 
Processing duration:  
The data retention period is established for the time necessary to the achievement of the recruitment purposes.  
In any case, unless otherwise indicated, the data may be kept for a period of 5 years for evaluating the 
applications in the future, in case of available positions in line with your profile.  
 
Data communication:  
The data is not disseminated. It will be communicated to the internal or external staff dedicated to the 
personnel research and selection, or other secretarial or administrative activities, to the job agencies or DPL in 
case of internship or other forms of collaboration, as well as to the companies or professionals in charge of 
payroll processing, labor consultancy and all third parties for whom the communication is mandatory for the 
fulfillment of a legal or contractual obligation. Your data will not be released to third countries outside of 
European Union.  
 
Your rights;  
At any time, you may exercise your rights pursuant to Articles 15-22 of the UE Regulation 2016/679. To exercise 
these rights, please contact Gruppo Meccaniche Luciani srl, Via del Lavoro 155 Corridonia (MC), tel. +39 
0733/281273, email: gml@gruppomeccanicheluciani.com  


